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Background Radiation Effects Association has carried 

out an epidemiological study on low-dose radiation ef-

fects （J-EPISODE :  Japanese Epidemiological Study On 

low Dose Effect） which is entrusted by Nuclear Regula-

tion Authority since 1991. Two life-style questionnaire 

surveys were examined in 1997 and 2003, and positive 

correlation between cumulative dose and smoking was 

found. As a result, adjustment for smoking reduced can-

cer risk estimate of mortality by radiation comparing with 

the estimate without adjustment for smoking. The study 

aims to provide the previous results of mortality analysis 

which observed 1999-2010 and future forecast based on 

the latest third life-style questionnaire survey performed 

2015-2019. Methods In the mortality analysis, Poisson 

regression was used for calculate excess relative risk per 

Sievert （ERR/Sv）. To obtain new information of life-

style or socio-economic status, self-administered ques-

tionnaire was distributed to nuclear workers including 

retired workers. Results In the mortality analysis, total 

numbers of 71,733 male workers were assembled as co-

hort. The adjustment for smoking reduced ERR/Sv from 

0.80 （90%CI : -0.39, 2.19） to 0.29 （-0.81, 1.57） for all 

cancers excluding leukemia. In the third life-style ques-

tionnaire survey, 77,993 male workers responded and 

positive correlation between radiation and smoking was 

found. Conclusions The adjustment for smoking reduced 

ERR/Sv in the previous analysis. A positive correlation 

between radiation and smoking which was found in the 

latest life-style questionnaire survey suggests that the 

adjustment for smoking should reduce ERRs/Sv in the 

future analysis. This work was funded by Nuclear Regu-

lation Authority, Japan.

Background and aim : Japanese Epidemiological 

Study on Low-Dose Radiation Effects （J-EPISODE） has 

analyzed health effects in association with photon expo-

sure assessed in Hp（10） since 1990. However, it is un-

der way to estimate cancer morbidity and mortality risk 

for a new cohort set up in 2019 in terms of organ-ab-

sorbed dose. The study aims to reanalyze cancer mortali-

ty risk for J-EPISODE fifth analysis with follow-up peri-

od 1991-2010 using organ-absorbed dose. Materials 

and methods : The reconstruction method of organ-ab-

sorbed dose principally followed the approach adopted in 

the IARC 15-Country Collaborative Study. However, the 

method in the study was modified considering actual us-

age practice of dosimeters in Japan and body size of Japa-

nese. Conversion coefficient from dosimeter reading to 

organ-absorbed dose was computed using dosimeter re-

sponse defined as reading per air kerma, and coefficient 

from air kerma to organ-absorbed dose ; which was fol-

lowed by reconstruction of organ-absorbed dose for sub-

jects of J-EPISODE during 1957 to 2010. Then, Poisson 

regression method was applied for estimating Excess 

Relative Risk per Gray （ERR/Gy） for all and specific can-

cer mortality, in the same way as the fifth analysis of 

J-EPISODE, both for all 204.103 subjects and for a part 

of 71,733 subjects with life-style information. Results : 

Conversion coefficient from reading to organ-absorbed 

dose was approximately 0.8 Gy/Sv. The estimated ERRs/

Gy for all and specific cancer mortality in terms of or-

gan-absorbed dose were consistent with the fifth analy-

sis, revealing that risk estimation using organ-absorbed 

dose became applicable for J-EPISODE. This work was 

funded by Nuclear Regulation Authority, Japan.
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